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WEAPON
OF WAR
Wherever war breaks out, men with
guns rape. Weapon of War is a harrowing
journey to the heart of the rape crisis in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC) where hundreds of thousands of
women and girls have been brutally raped
during the country’s many conflicts.

WHAT THE CRITICS SAID

“THE FILM
STRONGLY
CONVEYS…HOW
THE VIOLENCE
AND INHUMANITY
SPAWNED BY WAR
IMPACT INDIVIDUAL
LIVES AND
NATIONS.”
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
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“The Jury recognizes the subtlety with which
the film portrays the crime of rape…. The
film is a stirring record of a reconciliation
process, in which the camera plays an
essential part. The filmmakers go beyond
mere description of the crimes, searching
for solutions that would allow the victims
and perpetrators to reclaim their sense
of dignity.” Planet Doc Film Festival
“…viewers will better understand the
chilling traumatization of war and of how
soldiers gain a sickness that will not go
away…Weapon of War is not merely a tale
of brutality, but also of the transformation
of some who have ‘come back to
themselves’…” Dr. Peyibomi Soyinka-Airewele

THE FILM

WHO SAW IT
Sexual violence in the DRC has
received more international
attention in recent years,
however, this has tended to
focus on women as victims
rather than on men as
perpetrators. The directors
set out to address this
problem in Weapon of War,
which builds on their previous
film, Fighting the Silence, which
focused on the victims of rape.
The film provides a unique
insight into the minds of
military perpetrators as
they talk about the reasons
behind their behaviour
and the strategic use of
rape as a weapon.

30 FESTIVALS
Over 30 festivals internationally, including
IDFA, Full Frame, Movies that Matter and
International Film Festival on Human Rights

12 CINEMA
Movies That Matter cinema toured the
film in 12 cities in The Netherlands

7 BROADCAST
Shown in 7 European countries including The Netherlands,
Belgium, Poland, Sweden, Estonia, Portugal, Finland

TRAILER
7K ONLINE
7000 YouTube views
NETWORKING SITES
8K SOCIAL
539 Facebook Likes
7,423 Twitter followers

37K WEBSITE
37,840 page views
LIST
3K MAILING
3000 sign ups
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THE CAMPAIGN
THE CAMPAIGN
THE CAMPAIGNERS

CAMPAIGN AIMS

Since 2002 Ilse and Femke van Velzen
have specialised in operating, producing
and directing documentaries under
their own label IFproductions.

It is estimated that there are around
100,000 government soldiers in the
DRC, and about 50,000 rebel fighters
in over 60 different armed groups.

The Weapon of War campaign has focused
More than just a film label, their motivating force
on Congo’s National Army, which
is to fight injustice by using their
“THE
GOAL
WAS
is the biggest group responsible
documentaries as sustainable
TO USE THE FILM for rape nationally, and aimed to
educational projects. Ilse
AS A STRATEGIC
confront them with the devastating
and Femke reach out to local
consequences of rape. The goal
communities to lift people out
EDUCATIONAL
of inequality and violence.
TOOL, ENGAGING was to use the film as a strategic
educational tool, engaging the
Their commitment to tackling
THE EMOTIONS
emotions and enabling discussion
the issue of rape in the Congo
AND ENABLING
around a taboo subject.
began in 2007, with their first
DISCUSSION
Until now there has been
film on the subject, Fighting the
AROUND A
little education available to
Silence which heard testimony
TABOO SUBJECT” army personnel to confront
from the women who were
them with the devastating
the victims of sexual violence.
consequences of rape for their victims,
Weapon of War focuses on the perpetrators,
society as a whole as well as themselves.
and the final film in the trilogy, Justice for
Sale, just released, tackles legal impunity.
The campaign was designed to work along
two lines: the implementation of a rigorous
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THE CAMPAIGN

educational programme within the FARDC
(Congo’s national army) and to assist policy
makers within the army and justice system.

EDUCATION
The filmmakers found that army training on
conduct and ethics was limited to initiatives
that insufficiently touch upon sexual violence
and make use of traditional pedagogic tools
that are ineffective for illiterate soldiers.
Weapon of War was the first time that an
educational project based around film had
been set up within the army and it was
designed to be implemented with the close
co-operation of the army, therefore making
long term commitment more likely.
The expected reach of the screening and
education programme is between 27,000
and 45,000 military, equal to 21 to 35%
of the official total of Congo’s army.
The ambition of the project is to help create a
Congolese national army that is more respectful
of human rights, in particular the rights of
women. Eventually the filmmakers hope this will
result in a decrease in the number of cases of
sexual abuse committed by the FARDC military.
POLICY
The screenings were combined with policy
work, stimulating policy makers to take steps
to formalize structural education on sexual
violence within the army curriculum and to
step up action to fight impunity surrounding
rape cases committed by military (the focus of
IFproductions current film, Justice for Sale).

HOW THE CAMPAIGN WORKED
IN THE DRC - THE MILITARY
To help create the programme, the filmmakers
asked Search for Common Ground, an NGO
with previous educational experience in the
DRC, to hold a workshop with military officers
and experts to determine the precise content
and themes for the educational films.
Based on the outcome of the workshop the
filmmakers developed films around six themes
that confront soldiers with the consequences
of rape through testimonies of victims,
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perpetrators and military and judicial experts.
The films deal
with the mission
“THE MOBILE
of the army, the
CINEMA UNITS
importance of
HAVE TRAVELLED
military training,
TO MILITARY
unjustified motives
for rape, the
CAMPS TO SCREEN
consequences of
THE FILM”
sexual violence
for victims and
perpetrators, trauma among soldiers, the
military justice system and future perspectives.
The filmmakers had already set up
The Mobile Cinema Foundation (http://
mobilecinemafoundation.com) for their
previous film and were able to launch a
successful mobile screening programme
for Weapon of War throughout DRC.
Since May 2011 the mobile cinema units
have travelled to military camps to screen
the film and host discussions facilitated
by specially trained military officers.

IN THE DRC - COMMUNITY SCREENINGS
They have also screened the film to large
general population communities in DRC. For
this purpose they have adapted the film into two
other versions targeting youth and couples.
Now, in addition to the four larger Mobile
Cinemas on their regional tour, 20 smaller
cinema kits with manuals have been made
available to smaller, local populations.
Link to Mobile Cinema short film:
www.IFproductions.nl/eng/projects
INTERNATIONAL POLICY LEVEL
The film has been screened for key influencers
in the USA at the following platforms:
•

UNIFEM conference

•

United Institute of Peace

•

World Bank

•

State Department in Washington DC

In Europe the film was screened in the
Dutch and Swedish parliaments and at
the Human Rights Council in Geneva.

CAMPAIGN IMPACT & ACHIEVEMENTS
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CAMPAIGN IMPACT
& ACHIEVMENTS
the pre- and post-tests show a significant
Beyond the reach of international audiences
improvement in knowledge of the soldiers
and policymakers, the filmmakers are very
who attended the screenings. FARDC
clear that their greatest achievement is to
soldiers surveyed demonstrated a greater
have screened the film to 14,432 Congolese
awareness of the importance of protecting
soldiers as at end of 2011. If, by the end of
civilians and a higher knowledge
2012, the figures have grown
in line with this achievement,
“20% OF SEXUAL of issues related to sexual
violence and legal punishment.
as it is projected they will, the VIOLENCE
filmmakers will have hit their
Recent figures show that in
CRIMES WERE
target of screening the film to
the area of North Kivu, where
COMMITTED
35% of the Congo’s military.
screenings have been taking place,
BY SOLDIERS
20% of sexual violence crimes
All of the soldiers attending
DURING 2008were committed by soldiers in
the screenings were
9, NOW THAT
the National Army during 2008surveyed and asked a total
FIGURE
HAS
BEEN
9. In the recent outbreak of
of ten questions to test their
REDUCED TO 5%” fighting in the same area, that
knowledge of issues related
figure has been reduced to 5%
to FARDC missions, their
which represents a significant achievement.
role in fighting sexual violence, the different
types of sexual violence, legal punishment
Equally importantly, the campaign has
for soldiers who commit these crimes, and
been taken up by Congo’s National Army
how to react if they witness rape. Results of

CAMPAIGN IMPACT & ACHIEVEMENTS
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as a whole, which has committed to training
their Chief Executive and high level officers.
It is a measure of the success of the programme
that the US Government, through the aegis of
AFRICOM, and the EU have recently agreed to
fund a larger roll out of the film engagement
project; 20,000 further soldiers will be targeted
in the next two years and 30 more facilitators
trained to hit the target of reaching a third of the
armed forces.

CAMPAIGN NUTS & BOLTS
CAMPAIGN BUDGET
$834,930
PRODUCTION BUDGET
$269,484
LENGTH OF CAMPAIGN
May 2011 – present (ongoing)
OFFICIAL CAMPAIGN PARTNERS
This project is implemented in collaboration
with NGO partner Search for Common Ground.
SFCG has taken the lead in implementing the
educational film project due to its previous
expertise with the military and education on the
basis of various communication techniques.
SFCG is assisted by a steering
committee composed of experts in
the field of military reform, diplomacy,
communication, film and training.
WHYZE (www.whyze.eu) is assuring that the
process of project design and implementation
is as participatory as possible, involving
local partners and Congo’s National Army in
defining the content of the educational films
through workshops, developing handbooks
and trainings for facilitators, and assisting
in monitoring the impact of the project.

CONCLUSION
Urgent work in the DRC on tackling impunity,
improving living conditions and resolving
the conflict and caring for the victims of
sexual violence must continue. However if
we fail to try to understand and work with
perpetrators of such violence, its root causes
will remain untouched. Weapon of War is an
important and powerful step in this direction.

Ilse and Femke van Velzen have proven
their long-term commitment to fighting
sexual violence through their trilogy of
films on the issue. Altogether this award
will recognise only one film but the Mobile
Cinema and film trilogy campaign are part of
a wider picture of IFproductions’ successful
implementation of film-based education to
tackle a taboo subject and turn the tide on
a pattern of horrific human rights abuses.

“ILSE AND FEMKE VAN VELZEN
HAVE PROVEN THEIR LONG-TERM
COMMITMENT TO FIGHTING
SEXUAL VIOLENCE”
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TEAM BIOGRAPHY
DIRECTORS
Since 2002 are ILSE AND FEMKE VAN
VELZEN have specialised in operating,
producing and directing documentaries
under their own label IFproductions.
Through their films Ilse and Femke give
oppressed people a voice in order to
expose injustice in developing countries
to a worldwide audience. Amongst the
films they have made are Bush Kids,
Return To Angola, Fighting the Silence
(about victims of rape in the Congo)
and most recently Weapon of War

PRESS CUTTINGS
These films attracted huge press attention.
Because Weapon of War’s focus, outside
the Congo, was in the Netherlands, the
majority of their press is in Dutch.
Below are a couple of links, and in the
pages that follow you can see full articles.
DAGKRANT
http://bit.ly/S3A3gG
METRO NEWS
http://bit.ly/SvHVmP

AWARDS & PRIZES
WARSAW INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL, PLANET DOC
REVIEW 2010 - Amnesty International Award
DUTCH FILM FESTIVAL 2010 - Gouden Kalf award for Best Documentary
DICK SCHERPENZEEL AWARD 2010 - Award for Best Dutch Journalistic Production
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